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Introduction

meeting name date

Full 2011+2012 datasets:
5.1/fb @ 7 TeV             19.6/fb @ 8 TeV

BR(H→γγ) ~ 0.1%  

High resolution fully reconstructed invariant mass
Large QCD backgrounds (γ-γ, γ-jet, jet-jet)

2 analyses performed:
MVA-based   and   Cut-in-Categories

see ttH @ “The search for tt associated Higgs production in CMS ”
F. Margaroli today @ 18:00

t t/W

125

http://indico.cern.ch/contributionDisplay.py?contribId=427&sessionId=15&confId=218030
http://indico.cern.ch/contributionDisplay.py?contribId=427&sessionId=15&confId=218030
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CMS

meeting name date

Diphoton triggers: 
Thresholds:

ET(γ1)>18 ET(γ2)>22 GeV    
ET(γ1)>28 ET(γ2)>26 GeV    

Photon selection criteria
Loose Isolation
Shower shape

Total efficiency = 99.5%
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Photon energy 

meeting name date

Crystal energy calibration:  (CMS-PAS-EGM-11-001)
- transparency loss → crystal level
- inter-calibration → uniform η/ϕ response

SuperClustering

Energy corrections: 
regression (BDT target = Eraw/Etrue)
Input variables = Supercluster η/Φ, shower shapes 
variables, number of vertices and median energy 
density (ρ) per event

σeff = 2 GeV inclusive γ

Single Crystal

Resolution stability within 0.1%
Absolute energy scale + long term drifts 
                                                       monitored with  Z→e+e-

Corrected SuperCluster

R9 = E3x3/ESC
high R9 = γ unconverted
low R9  = γ  converted

mγγ =
�

2E1E2(1− cosθ)
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Photon identification 
“fake” = isolated boosted neutral meson 
              reconstructed as photon

Preselection: 
electron-veto, H/E, loose Isolation, 
loose shower-shapes    (ε~92%-99% εDATA/εMC=1)

MVA based photon ID:
classification (BDT)

variables = η, shower-shapes, Particle flow isolation, 
median energy density (ρ) per event

    input to diphoton classification

Cut-based photon ID:
optimized separately in 4 categories (high/low R9, EB/EE)
variables: H/E, σiηiη, PF isolation

meeting name date

Barrel

Endcap
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Vertex assignment

meeting name date

mγγ =
�

2E1E2(1− cosθ)

Photons no ionization in the Tracker
       ⇒ use kinematics correlations 
               + conversion direction

MVA based vertex:
classification (BDT)

variables = sum pT2, tracks/diphoton balance, 
              sum pT(tracks)-diphoton asymmetry

<eff> ~80%

if d(vtxrue-vtxchosen <1cm) vtx ⇒ vtx contribution to σmass negligible  
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muon
electron
dijet
MET
untagged
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Diphoton classification
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Separate events into classes (S/B and resolution) to improve the analysis sensitivity

MVA ~15% better expected 
sensitivity wrt CiC

MVA diphoton categories: “MASS BLIND”
classification (BDT)

variables = diphoton kinematics (excluding mγγ), 
         evt/evt diphoton mass resolution, photons ID

Cut-in-Categories:
    4 categories: high/low R9   ; EB / EE

mostly photons pT >40GeV

mostly EB unconverted

VH 
VBF
gg-fusion ex

tra
ct

Untagged events:
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Lepton tags:

     ∆R(γ, lepton) > 1.0;   away from the Z pole 

   Muon tag
        ParticleFlow muons pT>20 GeV |η| < 2.4

   Electron tag
    ET>20 GeV |η| < 1.4442 || 1.566 < |η| < 2.5
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Tagged events

meeting name date

Dijet tag: 
    2 fwd PFjets anti-kT  ΔR=0.5 |η|<4.7    
       7 TeV data 1 category
       8 TeV data 2 categories 

MVA: 
classification (BDT)

variables: pT jets, dijet invariant mass, 
angles between the diphoton and dijet

2 classes S/B ~0.5 and 0.2

pγ
T (1) > mγγ/2 pγ

T (2) > mγγ/4GeV CiC:
jets rapidity gap > 3, 
selection on angles between the diphoton and dijet
2 classes: 
      mj1j2 > 500 GeV, pT(j1)>30GeV pT(j2)>30GeV; 
      mj1j2 > 250 GeV, pT(j1)>30GeV pT(j2)>20GeV;

pγ
T (2) > 25GeVpγ

T (1) > mγγ/2

pγ
T (1)/mγγ > 45/120

pγ
T (2) > mγγ/4 pγ

T (2) > 25GeV(MVA) (CiC)

MET tag
MET>70 GeV
only diphotons in the EB

W/Z
W/Z

Higgs-strahlung

VH

Vector Boson Fusion
VBF
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Signal and Background
models

meeting name date

Parametric signal model: 
sum of (up to 3) Gaussians depending on the category

Background model: data-driven

1. for each category, fit the data with different functional forms 
(sums of exponentials, sums of power law terms, Laurent series and polynomials)

2. choose the lowest order ∀ functional form fitting the data 
    (F-test ; p-value(N+1)< 0.05) → “truth functions”

3. use the truth functions to throw toy-MC

4. choose the lowest order functional form such that 
          “bias on the signal strength < 20% of the uncertainty 

 on the background”
     With this condition satisfied the systematics on the 

background shape can be neglected

Polynomials (order 2 to 5) fulfill the requirements
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mγγ spectra @ 7 TeV
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mγγ spectra @ 8 TeV
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Systematic uncertainties

meeting name date
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Results
C

iC
M

VA

σ/σSM = 0.78+0.28
−0.26

σ/σSM = 1.11+0.32
−0.30

 The two results are compatible within 1.5σ 
after taking into account the correlations between the two analysis

CMS-PAS-HIG-13-001

3.2

3.9
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μqqH+vH = 1.48
μggH+ttH = 0.52

μ = 0.78
mH =125.2GeV

14meeting name date

 125.4 ± 0.5(stat.) ± 0.6(syst.) GeV

More @ “The Study of Higgs properties in the CMS experiment”
J. BENDAVID tomorrow @ 09:30

Results
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Results

Width SM Higgs = 4 MeV 
Sig model = Breit-Wigner⊗Gaussian

Additional Higgs-like states

Observed

Near mass degenerate states:
Parametrization

mH2 = mH + ∆m
x=fraction of signal in mH

CMS-PAS-HIG-13-016

Higgs width
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H→Zγ

meeting name date

Strategy similar to H→γγ (signal/background modeling)
Di-lepton triggers
4 classes based on lepton/photon η  and high/low R9

CMS-PAS-HIG-13-006 t t/W Z
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The results on the H→γγ search have been presented:

excess with an observed significance of 3.2 σ (expected 4.2 σ)

best fit signal strength

mass measurement 125.4 ± 0.5(stat.) ± 0.6(syst.) GeV 

width(H) < 6.9 GeV @ 95% CL

Exclusion limits have been set on second Higgs scenarios

The observed limit on the search for H→Zγ @125GeV is ~10×SM
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Summary

meeting name date

σ/σSM = 0.78+0.28
−0.26
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Additional Material

meeting name date
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SuperClustering

meeting name date

ECAL-barrel = “Hybrid algorithm”

ECAL-endcap = “Multi-5x5”

Seed ET = 1 GeV
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SuperClustering
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Tracker material

meeting name date

Measured from data:
- conversions 
- nuclear interactions
- fBrem (pout-pin)/pin on electron tracks
- shower shapes 

CMS-PAS-TRK-10-003

Half of the photons convert; 2/3 of the events have at least one converted photon
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Analysis flow
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Variables used in the 
photon identification

meeting name date
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Variables used in the 
photon identification

meeting name date
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Photon identification
systematics

meeting name date
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Photon identification
cross check with  Z→µµγ
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Taggers details

meeting name date

Jets:
ParticleFlow jets anti-kT  ΔR=0.5
Pileup correction through FastJet
PU jets (particle from pileup clustered into a jet)

removed matching to the primary vertex or on the width of the jet
Reject jets if closer than ΔR=0.5 to a photon

Muons:
ParticleFlow muons pT>20 GeV |η| < 2.4
Tight selection on track quality
Tight matching between tracker and mu-spectrometer
Loose PF-isolation 

Electrons:
ECAL-cluster + GSF track
ET>20 GeV |η| < 1.4442 || 1.566 < |η| < 2.5
Electron identification BDT
Impact parameter cut
At most 1 missing pixel hit 
Loose PF-isolation

Missing Transverse Energy = -Σ ET(PFcandidates)
MET > 70 GeV
Data-derived corrections for noise, inaccurate jet energy reconstruction 
and relative mis-alignment among the subdetectors,
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Vertex BDTs

meeting name date

• the values of the vertex BDT output for the three most likely vertices in each event, 
• the number of vertices in each event, 
• the transverse momentum of the diphoton system, 
• the distances between the chosen vertex and the second and third choices,
• the number of photons with an associated conversion.
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Diphoton classifier

meeting name date
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MVA → CiC
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Diphoton classification
systematics

meeting name date

Output of the MVA validated using Z→ee (where e are recoed as γ) with corrected input
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Number of events

meeting name date
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Results

meeting name date

CiCMVA
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Resampling: Jackknife

meeting name date

One sample of data, two methods to extract one parameter.
The results are correlated because they share the same dataset. Are the two results 
compatible ?

Estimate the best fit of the signal strength modifier of the Hgg analysis:
method 1 : 0.78 + 0.28 -0.26
method 2 : 1.1   + 0.32 - 0.30 

1) Get the correlation coefficient: 
i.e. calculate the variance of the first and the second measurement and the variance of 
the overlapping events

2) Calculate the difference between the two results using 

Use resampling techniques (in this case a Jackknife) to get the variances
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Resampling: Jackknife

meeting name date

x̄(i) =
nx̄− xi

n− 1
=

1
n− 1

Σj �=ixj

Remove one (or N) point from the sample distribution

dot notation x̄(·) = Σn
i=1

x(i)

n
(here trivially                         )x̄(·) = x̄

σ̄J =
�
n− 1

n
Σn

i=1

�
x̄(i) − x̄(·)

�2
�1/2

The jackknife estimate of the standard error is defined as:

and calculate the new sample average:

σ̂ = σ̄J

(on the sample at hand)
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Resampling: Jackknife

meeting name date
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Second Higgs

meeting name date

VBF + VH only gluon-gluon fusion only


